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Chapter 2197 

“Holy Light Fist…” 

This time, on David’s fist, the golden light was as dazzling as the sun, and the 

dazzling light made everyone almost unable to open their eyes! 

Endless spiritual power gathered together and moved towards the black and 

impermanent chest! 

Hei Wuchang’s complexion changed, and he hurriedly blocked it again with 

the spirit stick! 

But David’s speed did not decrease, and he smashed it with one punch! 

Boom…… 

A deafening bang, the whole earth is shaking! 

Even Jiang Wei and the others above the mountains felt the changes in the 

mountains! 



Hei Wuchang’s eyes were full of horror, only to see that his spirit stick was 

broken instantly under David’s punch, and David’s strength continued to 

smash on Hei Wuchang’s chest! 

Hei Wuchang’s body was like a piece of paper, it flew up in an instant, dozens 

of trees were knocked down violently, and then fell to the ground! 

Hei Wuchang’s mouth continued to spurt blood, and his face was full of 

horror! 

“How is that possible, you… What realm are you?” 

Hei Wuchang never thought that David, who he didn’t care about at all, would 

have such strength! 

“Old Hei, are you alright?” 

Bai Wuchang was also surprised, he stepped forward to help Hei Wuchang up, 

and gave him a pill by the way! 

After Hei Wuchang took the medicine pill, the breath in his body began to 

recover quickly! 

“It’s okay, we can’t die yet, it looks like our brothers are going to join forces!” 

Hei Wuchang felt that he was dealing with David at first, and he didn’t need 

the two of them to fight together. Pump to death! 

But I didn’t want to be directly slapped by David, and I was injured! 

“Okay, this kid is quite hidden, but when did such a young master appear 

again in the hidden world, so I haven’t heard of it?” 

Bai Wuchang looked at David, his eyes full of doubts! 



In the martial arts world outside the world, there are no masters at all, and in 

the three sects and six sects in the hidden world, they don’t remember a 

young master like David! 

“Whether he is outside or inside, he must die, or the reputation of our 

brothers will be ruined…” Hei Wuchang gritted his 

teeth, his eyes full of anger. 

“Even if the two of you go together, the result is still the same, so I still advise 

you not to struggle fearlessly.” 

David said with a cold smile. 

“Arrogant…” Hei Wuchang snorted coldly, the breath on his body has 

recovered! 

“Old Hei, let’s kill him together!” 

Bai Wuchang’s breath exploded, and his eyes narrowed! 

Immediately, the two jumped up in an instant, and then left and left towards 

David! 

The two fourth-rank Martial Gods attacked David together, but David did not 

move, and the undamaged golden body on his body played to the extreme. 

Soon, behind David, a golden dragon began to flash out, and the huge golden 

dragon circled behind David! 

At this moment, David’s skin is also shining with light, and the powerful body 

is combined with the indestructible golden body. David’s current body is 

already extremely hard! 

“All Souls Return to the Sect…” 



Bai Wuchang waved the ghost stick in Bai Wuchang’s hand, and countless 

black qi turned into ghosts and charged towards David! 

And the black impermanence is the flames rising from the palm of the hand, 

and the flames are surrounded by black mist! 

The two arrived in front of David at almost the same time, and David waved 

his palm out and directly followed the black impermanence! 

Bang………… 

Black Impermanence’s body was instantly knocked out. 

At the same time, the soul-inducing stick in Bai Wuchang’s hand smashed on 

David’s body fiercely, and fires splashed one after another. Many golden scales 

on David’s body were smashed and turned into nothingness! 

The glowing skin was exposed, but David was not harmed at all! 

On the contrary, Bai Wuchang only felt his wrist go numb, and the spirit stick 

in his hand almost came out of his hand! 

Chapter 2198 

David looked at Bai Wuchang coldly, stretched out his hand, grabbed Bai 

Wuchang’s spirit stick, and then held it in his hand, his hands suddenly forced, 

and directly broke Bai Wuchang’s spirit stick! 

Then he kicked it out, directly hitting Bai Wuchang’s chest and kicking Bai 

Wuchang away! 

Black and white impermanence both fell to the ground and looked at David in 

disbelief! 



The two fourth-rank Martial Gods were so vulnerable in front of David, a little 

Martial Saint! 

Now both of their weapons have been destroyed, and they are also injured! 

“Old Bai, it looks like the two of us are going to be planted today.” 

Hei Wuchang said solemnly! 

“Even if we die, we have to pull this guy on the back. It looks like it’s time for 

the two of us to sacrifice!”r> 

Bai Wuchang said. 

Saying that, Bai Wuchang actually took out a small porcelain bottle, and then 

opened the small porcelain bottle, and a terrifying evil spirit burst out from 

the small porcelain bottle! 

Feeling the evil spirit, David frowned slightly, because this evil spirit brought a 

strong sense of crisis to David! 

Just when David didn’t understand why the evil spirit was so terrifying, he saw 

that the evil spirit turned into a figure, opened the bloody mouth, and 

swallowed the black and white impermanence in an instant! 

This time, David was very surprised, he didn’t understand what these two guys 

were doing! 

“Ah…” 

Immediately afterwards, Black and White Impermanence began to scream in 

pain. The two of them were swallowed up by the figure, and the screams of 

the two continued to come from the figure’s abdomen! 

This time, David was stunned, he didn’t understand what was going on! 



And that Liu Rui was so frightened that his face was pale, he had never seen it 

before, and he was so cruel to himself! 

Soon, as the black and white impermanence screams stopped, the figure 

slowly began to change from virtual to real! 

Then a man with half dark skin and half fair skin appeared in front of 

Davidping, and this man still had no traces of it! 

“Shameless, hooligan…” 

Seeing this, Liu Rui hurriedly cursed and turned her body around! 

And the strength of the man in front of him has jumped to the fifth-rank 

Martial God. 

David looked at the person in front of him in surprise, not understanding what 

happened. Could it be that the black and white impermanence was swallowed 

up by this person, and then it became like this? 

“Boy, you forced our brothers to do this, we have to kill you today!” The 

man said, but the voice he made was really dark and impermanent! 

“Yes, our brothers are one, just to kill you!” 

The voice of Bai Wuchang came out of the man’s mouth again! 

“Hmph, no matter what sorcery you use, it’s garbage in front of me, do it…” 

David snorted coldly. 

After the man heard it, he let out a hoarse roar, like a ghost crying and wolf 

howling, and rushed towards David! 



This time, the man’s speed was as fast as lightning, and the breath of the 

explosion set off waves of tornadoes! 

When David saw this, he didn’t use his body to resist, but stepped on his feet, 

and his body was instantly raised by dozens of meters! 

And the man’s fist fell in the air, and the forest behind David was directly 

swept away by the terrifying strong wind. Hundreds of thousands of trees 

were all uprooted, forming an open space! 

Seeing that his punch failed, the man looked up at David in the air, and his 

body jumped up, followed by countless boxing shadows, instantly surrounding 

David! 

Bang bang bang bang… 

Countless fists fell on David, smashing David from the air, and then smashed 

into the ground! 

“Mr. Chen…” 

Seeing this, Liu Rui shouted with worry on her face! 

After smashing David into the ground, the man didn’t look at him, but looked 

at Liu Rui, his eyes full of lewd smiles! 

 


